Art
 Creating an illustration in the style of
Roberto Innocenti to show what we
think Rose sees in the forest

Maths
 Calculation Problems (including Algebra)
 Fractions
 Missing Angles and Length

English
 Reading and analysing ‘In Flanders Fields’
 Writing trench descriptions
 Reading and discussing ‘Rose Blanche’ by Ian
McEwan
 Writing setting descriptions and narratives
based upon the book
 Making predictions and inferences
 Analysing characters’ thoughts
 Writing a dialogue between two characters
 Writing a book review
 Identifying the features of biographies and
writing a biography about Anne Frank
 Writing a biography of a person of my choice
 Creating a comic strip based on the Christmas
truce in ‘War Game’ by Michael Foreman
Grammar and Punctuation
Figurative language, precise vocabulary, fronted
adverbials, creating cohesion, punctuating bullet
points consistently, punctuating speech
accurately, using commas, using semi-colons and
colons, parenthesis and formal vocabulary

Music: Wartime Songs
 Understanding the importance of music during WW2 and recognising
wartime songs
 Listening, appraising and singing ‘Keep the Home Fires Burning’ and ‘It’s
a Long Way to Tipperary’

History: WW2 (continued from Autumn 1)
 Remembrance day
 The role of women during the war
 WW2 coding
 The Holocaust
 Anne Frank
 VE Day celebration in the classroom!
Trip to the Imperial War Museum

Science: Light
 Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines
 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to
explain that objects are seen because they give out or
reflect light into the eye
 Explain that we see things because light travels from
light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects
and then to our eyes
 Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to
explain why shadows have the same shape as the
objects that cast them
French: Les Vetements
 Ask and say what clothes we would like
 Give opinions about clothes
 Say what clothes we wear
 Ask and talk about the prices

RE: Remembrance/How would Christians
Advertise Christmas?
 Why is Remembrance important?
 How do advertisements and the Church
advertise Christmas?
 Create our own advertisements showing the
true meaning of Christmas
PSHE: Celebrating Difference
 Understanding that there are different
perceptions about what ‘normal’ means
 Understand how being different could affect
someone’s life, and being aware of my attitude
towards people who are different
 Appreciating people for who they are and
celebrating difference
PE
 Dance – 1940’s including The Lambeth, The
Charleston and The Lindy Hop
 St. Mary’s Does Strictly Performance!
 Athletics and Basketball
Computing: E-Safety
 What having a positive digital footprint means
 How to be a critical consumer while online
 Developing safe online habits
 Developing respectful, empathetic and healthy
online relationships

